
Storyteller, author, and television star Jonathan Bardzik 
is a beloved, DC-based speaker and cook known for 
creating experiences centered around joy and 
connection, often working with the fresh, seasonal 
foods that inspire him. His mantra – that life can and 
should be filled with joy – brings an air of positivity, 
energy, and love that makes his performances one of 
a kind.a kind.

A self-taught culinary expert who left his corporate job 
to chase a dream, Jonathan is on a journey to help 
others form deeper relationships with those around 
them, discover their passions, communicate more 
freely with one another, and relish the moments that 
make life beautiful. Through his work, Jonathan shows 
clients how simple moments – like sharing a meal – 
can be the ultimate tool to spark connection and can be the ultimate tool to spark connection and 
bring people closer together. 

Produced and starred in Seasons to Taste, streaming 
now on Revry TV.
Invited to speak on the TedX stage in a segment 
called ‘Be Amazing: We need You.’
Led and performed over t900 live appearances.
Author of four (4) cookbooks:Author of four (4) cookbooks: Seasons to Taste, 
Simple Summer 1st Ed., Fresh and Magical 
Vinaigrettes, Simple Summer 2nd Ed. Reach out today – jonathan@jonathanbardzik.com

Jonathan is always looking for new opportunities to share 
his unique perspective on creating joy, connecting with 
teams and clients, friends and family, effective storytelling, 
goal setting, food, cooking, and more. Reach out to learn 
more about his services:

Keynote Speaking 
A seasoned performer, reach out for a collection of A seasoned performer, reach out for a collection of 
Jonathan’s most inspiring keynotes
Customized Videos
Engaging pre-recorded videos designed for conferences, Engaging pre-recorded videos designed for conferences, 
entertainment, team-building and more. Whether you’re 
looking for exciting cooking demonstrations to wow your 
clients, or thought-provoking segments to inspire deeper 
discussions, Jonathan can tailor conent to your needs.
Team-Building Events
Virtual and in-person team-building programs that drive Virtual and in-person team-building programs that drive 
communication and connection through food, storytelling, 
and fun
Private Cheffing + Live Demonstrations
Enjoy incredible food and conversation at your next group 
outting or special occasion by booking Jonathan to cook 
live with you and your friends or at your next big event
Brand CollaborationsBrand Collaborations
Jonathan brings family retail experience to connect 
consumers to products and services with an authentic 
voice and trustworthy perspective. 
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Jonathan Bardzik
Food. Stories. Joy.

www.jonathanbardzik.com @jonathanbardzik


